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Fast, Efficient
Packaging Solutions

BEVERAGES 

Loose pack, Hi-Cone, and 
cartons

CONSUMER

Containers, jars, and
cartons

SINGLE ROLL WRAPPER
A combination of flexibility and quality for applications in the food, beverage and consumer product industries 

Continuous motion enhances output and improves container stability

Modular construction ensures cost effective design with flexibility to adapt to required specifications

Servo controls deliver repeatable results and simplified changeover

Speeds up to 40+ cycles per minute with clear, randomly printed, or registered LDPE film

Integrate with a wrap around tray former for a complete packaging solution

Improve packaging efficiency and appearance with 
EDL Packaging Single Roll Wrapper technology.  Designed to 
operate with pad, tray, and unsupported products. 

Engineered to wrap product 

efficiently & create a visually 

appealing packages in a 

bullseye format

FOOD CONTAINERS

Cans, jars, bottles, and 
cartons
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MACHINE SPECIFICATIONSSingle Roll Wrapper

MACHINE OVERVIEW

Independent servo controlled film feed & cut and film application
Multiple shrink tunnel lengths available to accommodate different throughput rates
Available in-line or side-load film cradles with optional loading hoist and splicer

Scan with your smart phone or tablet to

watch a  live demo of the Single Roll Wrapper.

*Illustration shows Single Roll Wrapper, integrated with a 

Wrap Around Tray Former

Optimize production space with a customized system tailored to your needs

TAILORED PACKAGING MACHINE 
DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR PRODUCT AND FACILITY NEEDS

Engineering experts work with you to understand your product, packaging and facility needs, 

and design the machine to meet your requirements. 

Standard Film Widths: Up to 22”

Optional Film Width: Up to 32“

Film Roll Diameter:   Single roll, up to 20” diameter 

Film Gauge:   1.25 to 3 mil, Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE)


